People, Products & Process

Our products and application expertise enable your business to be more productive. By reducing risk, accelerating project timelines, addressing labor skill issues, and improving profitability, Legrand solutions reduce overall costs for your business through the entire project lifecycle.

SOLUTIONS TO AMPLIFY YOUR INSTALLATIONS AND PROCESSES

PlugTail® Devices
- Installs 3-5x than traditional devices
- Pre-wired connector prevents mis-wiring
- "Finger Safe" solution with no exposed contacts/terminals
- Snap-in for easy replacement

Prewired Raceway Systems
- Installs in 1/3 the time versus component raceways
- Custom manufactured, pre-cut and pre-wired to your specifications
- Takeoff services provided

Wire Mesh Pathways with MC Cable
- Labor and materials savings compared to conduit
- Converting branch circuits to MC cable in wire mesh saves 20-50% in installation time
- Field cut as needed; low training requirements
- Up to 70% savings versus labor intensive conduit

OFR Series
Overfloor Raceway
- Mounts directly to floor coverings; no cutting carpets
- No core drilling
- Easy retrofit for Power, Data & A/V over the floor
EZE-Fab™ Prefab Assemblies

- Components for your prefab shop or when you need extra support
- Easy "kick into place" with steel framing
- Wall & floor bracket components reduce onsite assembly
- Perfect when wiring is repetitive or substantial

EZE-Fab™ Prefab Assemblies + PlugTail® Wiring Devices

- Pair for up to 50% in labor savings
- Fast and reliable installation

Outdoor Ground Box

- No temporary generator setup or long extension cords
- UL-rated while in-use in ground box
- Permanent power, always on

Poke-Thru Devices

- Pre-assembled or configurable options save time on-site
- Pre-pour sleeves – no need to core drill

Walkerduct® and Trenchduct Systems

- Pre-cut and engineered to your project

Walkerflex® Modular Wiring System

- Saves up to 87% of labor costs versus traditional wiring

ONLINE TOOLS

PlugTail Cost Savings Calculator
- Calculate labor savings with PlugTail compared to traditional devices

FAS Path Configurator
- Plan and create a prefabricated wire mesh cable pathway support system

Evolution™ Series Configurator
- Create a BOM for an entire building with Poke-Thru’s, Ceiling, Wall and Floor Boxes

Submittal Builder & Take Off Wizard
- Combines cut sheets into one submittal and creates your BOM
- Mobile-friendly for on-the-go planning

ITray Support Reduction Calculator
- Calculate the number of supports needed with ITray for straight runs with elbows, crosses, and tees compared to NEMA VE1 standard recommendations for cable supports

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CONTRACTOR PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS AT WWW.LEGRAND.US/PRODUCTIVITY